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BBA-MBA - Even Sem : End Semester Exam 
Academic Year:2019-2020 

17BB32C4 - Strategic Management 
Set No: 3

Time: Max.Marks: 100

S.NO Answer All Questions Choice Options Marks CO CO
BTL

COI
BTL

1. Answer All the Questions 40Marks CO1 2 1
1.A. Formulation a goals for service sector. 5Marks CO1 2 1
1.B. Illustrate the business level strategy for a hotel. 5Marks CO1 2 2
1.C. Analyse the strengths of BBA graduates of KLBS 5Marks CO2 4 1

1.D. Evaluate the decision makers role in framing a merging
with up an organization. 5Marks CO2 4 2

1.E. Give your opinion about Cost leadership strategy. 5Marks CO3 5 1
1.F. Explain with examples vertical integration. 5Marks CO3 5 2
1.G. Is politics part of strategy implementation? 5Marks CO4 5 1

1.H. Conclude your understanding on the strategic control
cycle. 5Marks CO4 5 2

2. Answer Anyone 10Marks CO1 2 2

2.A. Formulate a Vision statement for your business school. choice
Q-2.B 10Marks CO1 2 1

2.B. Illustrate with an example how rivals market position
can be identified by using strategic group mapping. 10Marks CO1 2 1

3. Answer Anyone 10Marks CO2 4 2

3.A. Explain porter’s five force model and its implications of
two-wheeler industry.

choice
Q-3.B 10Marks CO2 4 1

3.B. Discuss external environmental scanning techniques
using an industry example 10Marks CO2 4 1

4. Answer Anyone 10Marks CO3 5 1

4.A. Analyze the concept of strategic analysis & choice choice
Q-4.B 10Marks CO3 5 1

4.B. Analyze the Indian car manufacturer’s current
strategies. 10Marks CO3 5 2

5. Answer Anyone 10Marks CO4 5 1

5.A. Evaluation of strategy is s difficult exercise’ do you
agree with this statement? Give reasons.

choice
Q-5.B 10Marks CO4 5 1

5.B.

“Strategic management process should be seen s
dynamic,continuous and flexible and must be
considered as a whole” Explain the statement and bring
out the main features of strategic management process
in actual process.

10Marks CO4 5 1

6. Case Study:A major contract with Reebok, followed by
another from Digital Equipment turned the fortunes for
Infosys and Murthy did not look back thereafter.
Murthy was perhaps the first Indian middle-class
entrepreneur to share his wealth with his employees,

10Marks CO2 4 1
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including drivers and office boys. At last count, Infosys
three-bedroom house in Jayanagar, Bangalore. He avoid
five star hotels, travels economy, even cleans the
bathroom of his house and refuses to use the company
car for private purposes. But his vision is truly global.
Even when the company had truckloads of cash,
acquisitions were never carried out in a rash manner –
during the internet boom. Murthy never believed in
importing ideas from elsewhere. In a world that is
prepared to do anything for acquiring power, Murthy
stepped down from mainstream business operations
voluntarily. Top management changes at the top level
are very smooth and never make headline news –
thanks to the highly admirable moralistic path that
Murthy has so carefully chosen to take the company to
greater heights. Not surprising to find is the fact that the
company’s CEO, Sri Gopalakrishnan, paid penalty in
2008 to the stock exchange for having failed to inform
within mandated time, performing last rites for his
departed mother! His recent move to commit his entire
stake for social projects is, indeed, shocking news for
many in this materialistic world.

6.A.
What kinds of organizational changes have been laid
down by Mr. Murthy, to exploit the Infosys as an
organization?

5Marks CO1 2 1

6.B. From the above case, which instance shows the conflict
situation and its management 5Marks CO2 4 2

7.

Case Study:Meters Limited is a company engaged in
the designing, manufacturing, and marketing of
instruments like speed meters, oil pressure gauges, and
so on, that are fitted into two and four wheelers. Their
current investment in assets is around Rs. 5 crores and
their last year turnover was Rs. 15 crores, just adequate
enough to breakeven. The company has been
witnessing over the last couple of years, a fall in their
market share prices since many customers are switching
over to a new range of electronic instruments from the
ange of mechanical instruments that have been the
mainstay of Meters Limited. The Company has
received a firm offer of cooperation from a competitor
who is similarly placed in respect of product range. The
offer implied the following: (i) transfer of the
manufacturing line from the competitor to Meters
Limited; (ii) manufacture of mechanical instruments by
Meters Limited for the competitor to the latter's
specifications and brand name; and (iii) marketing by
the competitor. The benefits that will accrue to Meters
Limited will be better utilization of its installed capacity
and appropriate financial compensation for the
manufacturing effort. The production manager of
Meters Limited has welcomed the proposal and points
out that it will enable the company to make profts. The
sales manager is doubtful about the same since the
demand for mechanical instruments in shrinking. The
chief Executive is studying the offer.

10Marks CO4 5 1

7.A. What is divestment strategy? Do you see it being
practised in the given case? Explain

5Marks CO3 5 1
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7.B. What is expansion strategy? What are the implications
for Meters Limited in case it is adopted? 5Marks CO4 5 1
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